## Inventory of Degree Programs

### GERALD D. HINES COLLEGE of ARCHITECTURE
- Architecture: MARCH, MS
- Architecture Studies: MA
- Industrial Design: MS
- Space Architecture: MS

### C.T. BAUER COLLEGE of BUSINESS
- Business Administration: MBA
- Business Administration Specialty: Management: MBA

### Department of Accountancy and Taxation
- Accountancy: MSACY

### Department of Decision and Information Sciences
- Management Information Systems: MS
- Supply Chain Management: MS

### Department of Finance
- Finance: MS
- Global Energy Management: MS

### Department of Marketing and Entrepreneurship
- Marketing: MS

### COLLEGE of EDUCATION
- Health Education: MED
- Health Education & Administration: MED

### Department of Curriculum and Instruction
- Curriculum and Instruction: MED
- Administration & Supervision: MED

### Department of Educational Psychology
- Administration & Supervision-Higher Edu: MED
- Allied Health Education & administration: MED
- Counseling: MED
- Educational Psychology: MED
- Special Education: MED

### Department of Educational Leadership & Policy Studies
- Administration & Supervision: MED
- Higher Education: MED

### CULLEN COLLEGE of ENGINEERING
- Aerospace Engineering: MS
- Computer & Systems Engineering: MS
- Environmental Engineering: MS
- Materials Science & Engineering: MS
- Geosensing Systems Engineering & Sciences: MS

### Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
- Chemical Engineering: MCHE, MSCHE
- Petroleum Engineering: MEPETE, MSPETE
- Petroleum Well Design Engineering: MS
- Petroleum Well Completion & Intervention Engr: MS

### Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Civil Engineering: MCE, MSCE

### Department of Biomedical Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering: MSBE

### Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Electrical Engineering: MEE, MSEE

### Department of Mechanical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering: MME, MSME
- Subsea Engineering: MS

### CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE of HOTEL and RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
- Hospitality Management: MS
- Executive Master of Hospitality Management: MHM

### COLLEGE of LIBERAL ARTS and SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Arts Leadership: MA
- Public Policy: MPP

### Department of Comparative Cultural Studies
- Anthropology: MA

### Department of Communication Disorders
- Communication Disorders: MA

### Department of Economics
- Economics (Arts & Sciences): MA
- Applied Economics: MA

### Department of English
- Creative Writing: MFA
- English: MA
- English Specialty:
  - Applied English Linguistics: MA
  - Creative Writing and Literature: MA

### Department of History
- History: MA

### Department of Modern and Classical Languages
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French: MA
World Cultures and Literatures: MA

Department of Hispanic Studies
Spanish: MA

Department of Philosophy
Philosophy: MA

Department of Political Science
Political Science: MA
Public Administration: MA

Department of Psychology
Psychology: MA

Department of Sociology
Sociology: MA

School of Music
Music: MM

School of Theatre
Theatre: MA, MFA

Department of Health and Human Performance
Exercise Science: MS
Physical Education: MED
Human Nutrition: MS
Human Space Exploration Sciences: MS
Sport & Fitness Administration: MA
Athletic Training: MAT

School of Art
Art: MFA
Art History: MA

School of Communication
Communication:
Comm-Mass Communication Studies: MA
Comm-Public Relations Studies: MA
Comm-Speech Communication: MA
Comm-Health Communication: MA

LAW CENTER
Law: LLM
Law Specialty:
Energy, Envirmnt, & Natri Resources Law: LLM
Health Law: LLM
Intellectual Property & Information Law: LLM
International Law: LLM
Tax Law: LLM

Department of Biology and Biochemistry
Biochemistry: MA, MS
Biology: MA, MS

Department of Chemistry
Chemistry: MA, MS

Department of Computer Science
Computer Science: MA, MS

Department of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
Geology: MA, MS
Geophysics: MS
Atmospheric Sciences: MS

Department of Mathematics
Mathematics: MA, MS
Applied Mathematics: MS

Department of Physics
Physics: MA, MS

COLLEGE of OPTOMETRY
Physiological Optics: MSPPO

Department of Clinical Sciences and Administration
Phrm-Pharmacy Administration: MSPHR

Department of Pharmacological and Pharmaceutical Sciences
Pharmaceutics: MS
Pharmacology: MSPHR
Phrm-Pharmaceutics: MSPHR

Department of Pharmaceutical Health Outcomes and Policy
Pharmaceutical Health outcomes & Policy: MS

GRADUATE SCHOOL of SOCIAL WORK
Social Work: MSW

COLLEGE of TECHNOLOGY

Department of Engineering Technology
Engineering Technology: MS
Engr Tech-Network Communications: MTCH
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Department of Human Development and Consumer Sciences
  Human Resources Development: MS
  Foresight: MS
  Global Retailing: MS

Department of Information & Logistics Technology
  Information System Security: MS
  Supply Chain & Logistics Technology: MS
  Technology Project Management: MS

Department of Construction Management
  Construction Management: MS

University Total Degrees Offered:
  Masters: 121

1 Joint program with Baylor College of Medicine-degree granting role.
2 Being phased out.
3 Also offered as coordinated program option with MBA degree with major in Business Administration.
4 Being consolidated